We have earlier introduced a principle for learning metrics, which shows how metricbased methods can be made to focus on discriminative properties of data. The main applications are in supervising unsupervised learning to model interesting variation in data, instead of modeling all variation as plain unsupervised learning does. The metrics are derived by approximations to an information-geometric formulation.
Introduction
Unsupervised learning for clustering or information visualization suffers from the garbage in-garbage out problem. The ultimate goal is to make discoveries in data, that is, to find new things without specifying them in advance.
The problem is that unsupervised learning cannot distinguish relevant variation from irrelevant variation in data. Structured noise becomes modeled as well as relevant structure. The problem is particularly hard in mining highdimensional databases, for example in bioinformatics or text mining.
Hence, all successful unsupervised learning must have been supervised implicitly or explicitly. We have introduced a learning metrics principle (Kaski In the most general metric the matrix A depends on the location, and the distance is d 2 A(x) (x, y) = (x − y) T A(x)(x − y) .
Since a metric has to be symmetric, that is, d(x, y) = d(y, x), this direct definition is used only for local distances between very close-by x and y = x + dx. The local distances are extended by defining global distances as minimal path integrals.
The learning metrics principle constructs these most general kinds of metrics called Riemannian metrics.
3 The learning metrics principle
Definition
We want to form a Riemannian metric that measures only relevant differences between points of the data space. The key assumption is that the data comes in pairs (x, c) where c indicates what is relevant. In the same way as in supervised learning, only those changes in x that cause changes in c are assumed to be interesting. Here x ∈ R n and c is discrete-valued.
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Such a metric should measure changes in the distribution of c, caused by changes in x. When the distances between distributions are measured by the Kullback-Leibler divergence D KL , it can be shown (Kullback, 1959 ) that for
where J(x) is the Fisher information matrix
This is the learning metrics principle: to use such Riemannian distances d L as a metric of the data space.
In practice the densities p(c|x) need to be estimated from a finite data set {(x, c)}, and the minimal path integrals that extend the local metric to longer distances need computational approximations. In this paper we present new methods for these tasks.
Properties of the metric
Where can it be applied? The principle assumes that the auxiliary data is well-chosen, in the sense that important changes in the primary data correspond to changes in the auxiliary data. In other words, the supervision of unsupervised learning needs to be chosen as carefully as the predicted variable in usual regression or classification tasks.
Why not normal supervised learning? If the task is pure classification or regression, that is, the only answer that is needed is the value of the dependent variable c, then normal supervised learning is the right choice.
In this paper the metric is supervised but the data analysis method used in the new metric need not be. If the goal is to make discoveries with unsupervised methods, given the supervised metric, then the learning metric is the right choice.
2
Why preserve topology? An alternative to the Riemannian metric would be to simply use the Kullback-Leibler divergence in Eq. (3) globally, for any two points. Alternatively, any other distributional distance measure could be used. A lot of computation would be saved if the approximation of path integrals could be skipped. However, such global distance would not preserve the topology of the data space, which may be important in data analysis.
The relative usefulness of this global metric and the Riemannian metric depends on the application. The difference will be demonstrated in Section 7.1.
Why not supervised feature extraction? A straightforward and oftenused alternative is to preprocess the data by a linear or nonlinear transformation and then use the standard Euclidean distance.
For local pairs of data points this is expressible by the Riemannian metric, which can be shown easily. If the transformation of x is denoted by f(x), the distance between differentially close-by points x and y = x + dx would be
Here D f (x) is the Jacobian matrix evaluated at x, and the distance matrix
For global distances the correspondence does not hold, and it ultimately depends on the application which approach is better. The most obvious difference is that transformed data, and hence data-analysis results, may be harder to interpret, whereas the metric is computed of the original data variables which may have domain-specific meaning. The second approach is only mentioned briefly here. Discriminative methods for clustering (Sinkkonen and Kaski, 2002; and projection (Kaski and Peltonen, 2003) have been constructed by selecting an objective function whose optimization implicitly forces the solution to correspond to learning metric distances. The connection to learning metrics is asymptotic.
Both approaches are useful. Explicit computation is generally applicable, while implicit optimization depends on a specific objective function tailored to each method. On the other hand, if such an objective function can be devised, the method can be optimized in a single stage without separate learning of the metric. In this paper we focus on explicit distance computation.
Practical approximations. In this work we take the "engineering approach" of developing general-purpose approximations: we estimate the class density p(c|x), plug it into Eq. (3), and approximate global distances computationally. The ultimate test of such approximations is using them in practice; empirical comparisons are presented in Sections 5.3 and 6.2.
Estimation of Conditional Density
The Fisher information matrix in Eq. (4) is a function of the conditional probabilities p(c|x) which must be estimated from a finite data set {x i , c i }
We have used three kinds of density estimates. Their generic form iŝ
that is, a mixture of a set of components indexed by k. Here ψ kc models the conditional density of c within component k, π k the probability of the component, and the exponentials the domain of the component. The parameters
The first two estimators were used in an earlier work (Kaski et al., 2001) because they could be easily derived from standard estimators. Both are optimized to model the joint density p(x, c), and the conditional density in Eq. (5) is derived from the result by the Bayes rule. The first option is the Mixture Discriminant Analysis (MDA2) (Hastie et al., 1995) , where each mixture component generates independently both the x and c. MDA2 is optimized by an expectation maximization algorithm to maximize the likelihood
and the number of components is selected by validation.
The second option is the standard Parzen nonparametric estimator. The terms in Eq. (5) come directly from the learning data set,
, by setting
,and π k = 1/N. Here δ c k ,c is the Kronecker delta, equal to zero unless c k = c, when it equals 1. These Parzen window estimates are accurate, asymptotically consistent (see Devroye and Wagner, 1980) For all these estimators of the form given by Eq. (5), the Fisher information matrix becomes
where (see Kaski et al., 2001 )
The operators E in the topmost equation above denote weighted sums where the weights are given by ξ(k|x, c; θ k ) and ξ(k|x; θ k ) respectively. The weights sum to 1 but in general they need not be probabilities.
Approximations to path integrals
Even though the exact form of the density or its estimate is known, in most cases it is too complex for analytically computing the minimal path integral between a pair of points x 1 and x 2 . Hence we must approximate it.
Local distance. The least complex approximation is to use the simple local distance definition Eq. (3) as such, for any pair of points, even if they are far apart. This corresponds to assuming that J(x) is constant, and hence the shortest path is a line.
The distance between two points, x 1 and x 2 , is then
This approximation is called the local approximation below, or the 1-point approximation since the metric is computed at one point.
Linear piecewise distance. The local approximation works close to the point x 1 but neglects the changes in the auxiliary data farther away. The approximation is obviously not accurate over large distances. Note that the metric is locally at most N C −1-dimensional, where N C is the number of classes (possible values of the auxiliary variable).
3 The distribution of auxiliary data changes locally only along a N C − 1-dimensional subspace, and distances in all orthogonal directions are zero. Locally this effective dimensionality reduction is the desired solution since it gets rid of the uninteresting variation, but globally the solution is too simplified.
A computationally manageable extension is to still assume that the shortest path is a line but compute the distances along several points on the line.
Besides being more accurate, this makes the distance measure symmetric as the number of computation points increases. This will be called the T-point
where
Graph search distance. The T -point approximation assumes the minimal path is a straight line. The last improvement is to remove this assumption.
Given a set of points X, the pairwise distances along linear paths (computed with the T -point method) are considered as edges of a graph, and the minimal path between two vertices is sought. This yields
determine which one is smallest, whereas the larger distances can be allowed to be erroneous. In contrast, in applications that directly use the distances, such as MDS methods, it is important to preserve all the distances.
Another important factor in choosing the approximation is the available computation time. The 1-point approximation is relatively fast, the T -point approximation is linear in T , and the graph approximation takes the longest
where N is the number of samples). The graph approximation is feasible for methods where the set of points (and minimal paths) does not change and hence the distances need to be computed only once. Methods based on a pairwise distance matrix are such. In SOM the prototype vectors change and distances from them need to be computed all the time. Faster approximations are then required. In Section 7.3 we compare approximations of varying complexity. the 1-point and T -point approximations will be applied to the SOM, and in Section 6 the T -point and graph approximations to Sammon's mapping.
Application I: SOM in learning metrics
The Self-Organizing Map (SOM; Kohonen, 2001 ) is one of the best-known neural network algorithms. In this Section we briefly review an earlier SOM that learns metrics (Kaski et al., 2001) , present an improved version, and empirically compare the algorithms denoted by SOM-L against classical SOM types. Table 1 How to compute the learning metrics. the steepest descent direction is given by the so-called natural gradient (Amari, 1998) . It turns out (Kaski et al., 2001 ) that this yields the standard SOM adaptation rule, i.e.,
where α(t) is the learning rate and h w(t),i is the neighborhood function around the winner. Kohonen (2001) gives instructions on choosing neighborhood functions, map topologies, and learning schedules.
Improvements. For more accurate distance computation, the 1-point distance is replaced by the T -point distance Eq. (9) in the winner search. This implies more computation since the local approximation is computed at several points along a line, separately for each model vector. Larger values of T yield more accurate results but take longer. To avoid excessive computation, a small set of W winner candidates is first chosen by a faster approximation, the 1-point or Euclidean distance; in this paper we will use the former. In Section 7.3 the effect of the choice of T and W on the results is studied empirically.
For the T -point approximation the shortest path is still assumed to be linear, so the direction of adaptation does not change. Its magnitude may, however.
In preliminary tests taking the change into account did not improve results, so the standard rule will be used for simplicity.
How does the metric affect the SOM-L objective?
As mentioned in Section 4 there are two possible ways to apply learning metrics-explicit computation and implicit optimization of a tailored objec-tive function. In this paper we use the first approach. It would be interesting to know whether the resulting algorithm can be interpreted in terms of the second approach. That is, what is the objective function of unsupervised learning methods in the new metric? Here we consider this question for the SOM-L, with some simplifying assumptions.
The basic SOM does not perform gradient descent on an energy function, which makes the question difficult to answer. However, Heskes has proposed a variant of the SOM with an energy function (Heskes, 1999) . In the Euclidean metric the energy function is
where d 2 I is the squared Euclidean distance. In the learning metric, it is replaced by d 2 L , the squared learning metric distance.
Assume that d L can be computed with the simple local form d
It can be shown (Appendix A) that optimizing the cost function Eq. (13) is equivalent to maximizing
where j indexes the SOM units, p(c, j) = x p(j|x, c)p(x, c)dx is the probability that a sample has class c and unit j is picked from its winner neighborhood, and p(j|x, c) ∝ h w(x),j . The maximization is done over m j and the winner assignment function w(x).
A quality measure. The above result motivates a measure for the accuracy of the SOM results. We had earlier used a heuristic measure defined as the class purity of auxiliary (test) data on the SOM lattice, given by
) is the proportion of class c in the neighborhood h j = {h ji } i of unit j, which is here Gaussian.
We will now motivate this quality measure through the objective function Eq. (14). We replace the generally unknown distribution p(c|m j ) at the model vectors byp(c|h j ), the distribution of samples of class c within the lattice neighborhood. This change alone would yield I(C, J), the mutual information between the classes and the (soft) winner assignment. In addition, the average E p(c,j) is taken in the limit of zero neighborhood, to heuristically compensate for the difference between winner selection in the standard SOM algorithm and Heskes' version. This finally yields Eq. (15). Ifp(c|h j ) were estimated from learning data instead of test data, the measure would further become a conditional log-likelihood for predicting classes of test samples from the SOM neighborhood; this would be a reasonable alternative measure.
In conclusion, although the measure was heuristically derived, the connections to log-likelihood, mutual information and the SOM-L objective make it reasonable.
Empirical comparisons
In this section we present empirical comparisons showing that the SOM-Ls are more informative about the auxiliary data than Euclidean SOMs, and that SOM-L uses the auxiliary data better than a simple supervised SOM variant. These comparisons are sanity checks aimed to show that the learning metric in fact does what it promises. We additionally compare the different approximations of learning metrics. The methods are compared on four standard machine learning data sets (Table   2 ). A standard cross-validation procedure and paired t-tests are used to verify the difference between the methods.
SOM-L vs. classical SOMs. The SOM-L with the T -point distance approximation is significantly better than the traditional methods, SOM-E and SOM-S, on all four data sets (Table 3 ). The faster 1-point distance approximation provides good results on some of the data sets, but on some others it is outperformed by SOM-S, and even by SOM-E on one data set. a from the UCI Machine Learning Repository (Blake and Merz, 1998) b from LVQ PAK (Kohonen et al., 1992) Note that SOM-S outperforms SOM-E on all data sets. This gives additional empirical justification for the performance measure Eq. (15), since the measure can detect the intuitively clear difference between the supervised methods and SOM-E which does not use auxiliary data.
Comparing SOM-L versions. The different methods of approximating the learning metrics are compared in Table 4 . On all data sets the combination of the conditional mixture model and the T -point distance approximation leads to significantly more accurate maps than any other combination. With the rough 1-point distance approximation there is no clear difference between the two density estimators.
In conclusion, the conditional mixture model (CMM) is the better density estimation method for learning metrics if the distance approximation is accurate enough. Even with the 1-point distance approximation MDA2 is clearly worse Table 3 Comparison of SOM that learns metrics (SOM-L) with supervised SOM (SOM-S) and Euclidean SOM (SOM-E). Two distance approximations (1-point and T -point)
are used in SOM-L. The on some data sets. Therefore CMM can be recommended, and it will be used in the further tests in Section 7.
Visualizing the SOM-L
All standard SOM visualizations are applicable to SOM-L as well. In addition, the relative importance of the components (coordinates) of primary data can be visualized on the SOM display. The relative importance of the ith coordinate at x is (Kaski et al., 2001 )
where d 1 is the 1-point distance approximation, Eq. (8), and e i is the unit vector with the ith element being equal to one and others zero. The relevance Table 4 Comparison of density estimators and distance approximation methods for SOM-L. the data in a low-dimensional space that tries to preserve pairwise distances.
Sammon's mapping (Sammon, Jr., 1969 ) is a well-known MDS method which emphasizes preservation of small distances.
We show next how to compute a Sammon's mapping based on learning metric distances. As in the SOM-L, the aim is to study the primary data; the metric only emphasizes relevant differences.
Computing the Sammon-L
Sammon's mapping is based on the matrix of pairwise distances between data points; there is no need to know distances between arbitrary points. Therefore the learning metric is only needed in computing this matrix, after which standard methods to compute the Sammon's mapping can be applied. The same approach works with any algorithm operating on the pairwise distance matrix.
In principle the distance matrix could be computed with any of the distance approximations. The simple 1-point approximation is likely to be too inaccurate here but the T -point and graph approximations are suitable. Since the distances need to be computed only once in the beginning, the graph approximation is the preferred choice. Here the data points themselves form the vertices of the graph; the distances are then computed more accurately where the data is dense, which is sensible.
Empirical comparisons
To our knowledge no "supervised" variant of Sammon's mapping exists. The straightforward thought of concatenating the class to data vectors as in SOM-S would not tolerate unlabeled data. Hence we only perform a basic test to ensure the Sammon-L finds class structure better than the standard Sammon's mapping that uses Euclidean distances, here denoted Sammon-E.
Test setup. The two variants of Sammon's mapping are compared with ttests in a standard ten-fold cross-validation scheme. The data are described in Table 2 . The tests are similar to the SOM-L tests; the difference is that Sammon's mapping does not generalize to new data (aside from heuristic generalizations). Hence direct validation of a computed mapping is not possible.
However, the metric does generalize, so it can be used to compute a distance matrix for test data. The quality of the resulting Sammon's mapping, computed for test data but in a metric computed from learning data, can then be evaluated.
The SOM-L quality measure Eq. (15) is defined for a discrete-valued mapping and cannot be used here. Instead, the quality of the mappings is measured indirectly by the performance of a nonparametric leave-one-out K-nearestneighbor (KNN) classifier in the output space. Each sample is classified based on K nearest samples; low error means that samples of the same class have been mapped close-by. For each method the neighborhood size K was validated from the range 1 to 100. For each distance matrix the KNN result was averaged over 20 restarts of the Sammon's mapping algorithm.
Two distance approximations, T -point (T = 10) and graph distance, are used For Sammon-L. The latter yields better approximations but is computationally heavier. The density is estimated with the conditional mixture model with 30 kernels; the choice was made because of its good performance in the SOM-L tests.
Results. The resulting Sammon-L mappings were significantly more informative (t-test, p < 0.01) than Sammon-E on all data sets ( Table 5 ). The graph approximation further improved the results on Landsat and Letter Recognition data sets; on the other two sets the difference between the Sammon-L variants was insignificant. Table 5 Indirect The Sammon-L with the graph approximation is illustrated in Fig. 2 
on Letter
Recognition data. The new metric has emphasized differences where the class distributions change, leading to increased class separation and more distinctive clustering of classes. The class structure is hardly visible in the Sammon-E mapping shown for comparison, whereas some classes can easily be separated in the Sammon-L. 
Why is this metric useful?
In Section 3 the metric was claimed to have useful properties. In this section we take a closer look at the two most important ones. We illustrate why topology preservation is useful in data exploration, and study empirically how well the metric distinguishes between relevant and irrelevant variation in data.
Finally we study the tradeoff between complexity and accuracy of the introduced approximation methods for the metric. The question is how complex approximations are needed in practice for good results.
Topology preservation
The learning metric is first defined locally, and the local definition is extended by path integrals to the whole space. This has a rigorous interpretation: it is a Riemannian metric studied for instance in the information geometry literature.
The procedure is somewhat complicated, which may bring up the question of why not simply use the local definition globally. Distances between any two points would be measured by the Kullback-Leibler divergence in Eq. (3), or any other distributional distance measure.
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Both choices are sensible but the results will be very different. In particular, the globally defined metric would not be able to distinguish modes of multimodal (class) distributions, simply because points having the same class distribution would be considered identical. This tears the topology of the data space.
We argue that preserving the topology by defining the metric locally is important for instance for identifying subcategories of the classes, and for analyzing the structure and relationships of the classes in the primary data space.
A toy example. We illustrate the difference between the Riemannian distance and the Kullback-Leibler divergence on artificial data. The data are uniformly distributed over a square. One of the classes (labeled "effect") is bimodal and the other class forms the background. This artificial data is effectively one-dimensional by both the Kullback-Leibler divergence and the Riemannian metric. Therefore, one-dimensional Sammon's mappings were computed to visualize their difference (Fig. 3) .
Both mappings group the "background" into one connected area. The Kullback- 
Ability to focus on important variation
Although the learning metric theoretically depends only on changes that affect the auxiliary variable C, the approximations used in practical computation are not perfect. Approximation of the distances from finite data becomes the more difficult the more unimportant variation (noise) there is in the data. Here we empirically study how increasing the amount of unimportant variation affects the organization of SOM-L.
Test setup. To create unimportant variation in a dataset while keeping its other properties as constant as possible, we randomly picked one of the dimensions (variables) of primary data and randomly permuted the values of that dimension among the data samples. This removes statistical dependency between the selected variable and the remaining (primary and auxiliary) variables, but otherwise preserves the data distribution. More noise is added by repeating the procedure for more variables.
The quality measure Eq. (15) will be used to evaluate the overall quality of the SOMs. The quality will naturally drop when more dimensions are permuted, for two reasons: (i) information about auxiliary data is lost simply because fewer informative dimensions are left, and (ii) the noise may disturb distance approximation. We are interested in (ii), and hence introduce a new complementary measure that focuses on it.
If the unimportant dimensions do not affect the distances in the learning metric, winner search is determined by the remaining dimensions. Therefore the data won by each map node should have the same distribution over the unimportant dimensions, and each model vector should converge to the same value (the mean) along them. We can then measure the noise caused by the unimportant dimensions by the average (Euclidean) variance of the model vectors along them.
Data. Two data sets are used: Letter Recognition data (Table 2) Results. As expected, the performance of both SOM-L and SOM-E decreases when uninteresting variation (number of permuted dimensions) increases. The SOM-L seems to lose performance roughly at the same rate as SOM-E (Fig. 4) , but the performance is clearly better at any given point, and
even with a few permuted dimensions the SOM-L outperforms the SOM-E that was computed using the intact data.
The effect of unimportant variation on the approximation errors is visualized The SOM-L variance for permuted dimensions is close to zero, and clearly smaller than the SOM-E variance on both sets. Therefore, the permutation does not seem to cause significant noise for SOM-L training. 
Complexity vs. quality
The complexity-quality tradeoff. To apply explicit learning metrics in practice, we need to estimate the density and approximate the distances, as described in Section 4. Here we study the complexity-quality tradeoff, that is, how much the accuracy improves by increasing the complexity of the computation (of the estimates and approximations). This is done in order to provide a practical recommendation for "sufficient" complexity. The experiments also justify the earlier heuristic choices. The density estimators were already compared in Section 5.3, and here we focus on the distance approximation. The tests. We studied how the complexity parameter T used for the T -point and graph approximations affects SOM-L and Sammon-L performance.
For SOM-L we in practice must also consider the speedup parameter W . For the fastest value W = 1 the distance approximation equals the simpler speedup approximation (here 1-point distance); the other extreme of W equal to the number of SOM nodes implies no speedup.
We tested the effect of increasing the computational complexity on two data sets (Landsat and Phoneme), by computing SOM-Ls and Sammon-Ls for a range of parameter values, and measuring their goodness on a separate test set. SOM-E, SOM-S, and Sammon-E are used as baselines. 
Conclusions and discussion
The learning metrics principle addresses the garbage in-garbage out problem of unsupervised learning, by using auxiliary data to separate the important variation from unimportant variation. Choosing auxiliary data specifies what is important; this is often easier than hand-tuning the features.
The learning metrics share one aspect with supervised learning: both use auxiliary data. The difference is that here only the metric is supervised; the data analysis task itself can be unsupervised. Note also that analyzing partially labeled data is easy; after the metric has been estimated it applies to all data, labeled or not.
In a sense the concept of learning metrics is complementary to so-called semisupervised learning, where unlabeled samples are used to help in a supervised task. Here, auxiliary labels are used to help in unsupervised data analysis.
The choice of auxiliary data is important. It specifies everything that is relevant, and may suppress unknown but possibly interesting properties of the data. In a knowledge discovery task one could "regularize" the learning metrics by the Euclidean distance as suggested in (Kaski et al., 2001) , allowing effects that are strong enough to turn up even when considered irrelevant with respect to the auxiliary data.
The learning metrics have a flexible Riemannian form, and are well suited for data analysis since they do not tear the topology of the data space. Data analysis can even provide new insights into the importance of the features.
Such metrics are also more general than those found by extracting a smaller set of features. The downside is that computing the metrics analytically is usually not possible, and approximations must make a tradeoff between quality and computational complexity.
In this paper we presented generally applicable, practical approximations to computing the metrics and showed that they improved the performance of two well-known unsupervised methods, the self-organizing map and Sammon's mapping. We also demonstrated and studied properties of the metrics.
Based on the results the following guidelines for approximating the metrics computationally can be given. For self-organizing maps, use the T-point approximation with speedup. For Sammon's mappings, use either the T-point or graph approximation, depending on computational resources. For both methods, approximate densities by the conditional mixture model (CMM).
Although the metric was applied here to only two data analysis methods, it is more general. In particular the method of computing pairwise distances between all data pairs for Sammon's mapping (Section 6) is readily applicable to a variety of methods such as other MDS methods or hierarchical clustering algorithms.
The main unsolved theoretical question in the current approach is how to combine the density estimation and distance approximation steps of computing the metrics, in other words, what is the optimal density estimator for a particular distance approximation. In this paper we presented practical tools that clearly improve data analysis methods but still leave room for further work. (17) where the minimum on the right is taken over all functions w(x) that output an index of a SOM node; they are here denoted winner assignment functions.
Assuming the local distance definition (Kullback-Leibler divergence) can be used, the function can be further rewritten as where p(c, j) = x p(j|x, c)p(x, c)dx and C 0 is constant. This yields Eq. (14).
Unknown class probabilities. When the class probabilities are not known, an upper bound for Eq. (14) can be derived as follows. The above can be rewritten using an estimatep, as E p(c,j) {log p(c|m j )} = E p(c,j) {logp(c|m j )} + E p(c,j) {log p(c|m j ) p(c|m j ) }
The first term is maximized with respect to the class estimate whenp(c|m j ) = p(c|j), the proportion of samples having class c and assigned to j, where again p(j|x, c) ≡ h w(x),j /C 0 . In that case the first term is simply −H(C|J), the second term is −E p(j) {D KL (p(c|j), p(c|m j ))}, and we may maximize the upper bound − H(C|J) = E p(c,j) log p(c|m j ) + E p(j) {D KL (p(c|j), p(c|m j ))} ≥ E p(c,j) log p(c|m j ) .
The "tightness" of the bound depends on the average Kullback-Leibler divergence; it is small when Eq. (17) is small.
Notice that −H(C|J) is just a constant H(C) away from I(C, J), the mutual information between a (soft) winner assignment and the auxiliary variable.
Maps with a high I(C, J) can therefore be called informative.
